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The self-paced competency-based introductory program in learning disabilities

at Arizona State University was designed for use by students who wish to develop

the basic competencies. rraeded to know and understand "WHY" learning dtabl.:d

children fail to learn. The 391 objectives included in the program were selected

to provide students with competencies needed for successful entry into experiences

which concentrate upon "HOW" to remediate learning disabilities.
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The 391 objectives are divided into 301 cognitive objectives, 64 affective

objectives and 26 skill objectives. The term "skill objective" is a modification

of Bloom's "psychomotor domain" which places emphasis upon student's demonstration

of competency or skill in the use of specific diagnostic techniques and instruments.

The 32 units included in the program are grouped into 9 modules. Each module

'N\ focuses upon a specific area or topic. Each unit begins with a statement of

cognitive objectives, affective objectives, skill objectives (where applicable)

k<\
and ends with a self-correcting posttest.

The program currently being used is the second revision of the original pro-

gram which was developed during the Summer of 1 //1. The original program and the
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first revision were effectively used with over 600 students. The current pro-

gram has been used successfully with 700 Arizona State University students and

on two other college campuses since 1974.

Student's acceptance of the program has been enthusiastic. The fact that

several former students have patterned their own public school teaching approaches

after the program indicates the effect this program is having upon our graduates.
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Development and Description of the Program

The self-paced competency-based introductory program in learning disabilities

at Arizona State University combines two of the most exciting educational develop-

ments of this decade -- the widespread initiation of preparation programs for

teachers of learning disabled children and the new emphasis upon competency-based

teacher preparation. The current program is based upon the belief that:

1. The foundation of effective instruction is well planned written

objectives.

2. Students should be able to examine the instructional ob-

jectives and expected levels of competency before enrolling

in a course of instruction.

3. The length of time required to develop competency should be

the variable in learning rather than the level of competency

which students develop.

4. Students should, within reason, determine the rate at which

they will pass through the instructional experience.

5. The instructional model should provide the learner with

regular/ feedback regarding his mastery of the learning

objectives.

6. Evaluation of student progress should be directly related to

mastery of instructional objectives.

7. Grading should be related to mastery of previously announced

competency levels rather than the comparison of one student's

performance with that of another.

This introductory instructional program is designed for use by students who

wish to develop the basic competencies needed to understand and know "WHY"



learning disabled children fa' to learn. The 391 competencies included are

selected to provide students with the background required for successful entry

into experiences which concentrates upon "HOW" to remediate learning disabilities.

The thirty-two units included in this program are grouped into nine modules.

Each module focuses upon a specific area or topic. Each unit begins with a state-

ment of cognitive objectives, affective objetives, skill objectives (where

applicable) and ends with a posttest. Three-sundred-one cognitive objectives,

64 affective objectives and 26 skill objective:. are included.

The posttest for Each unit is followed by a second copy of the posttest

which contains suggested answers. (Two of these units are attached.) This

feature provides the reader with an opportunity for self-evaluation of his

mastery of the cognitive content of each unit. The inclusion of the answers

makes it possible to self-correct one's work and immAiately determine the level

of competency that has been attained.

The following road map contains the recommended sequence and possible options

which may be exercised while studying the modules contained in this program. Each

number on the road map refers to a module number. Students start with module

number one and move on in the direction of the arrows. They may move on to module

four, five, six or seven after completing module three. They then move on to

modules eight and nine after completing modules one through seven.
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The competency check-off sheets which are attached are used by our students

to record their movement toward competency.

Personnel Involved

This program was developed and refined by Dr. Larry A. Faas, Associate

Professor of Special Education at Arizona State University. The current program

is the second revision of the original self-paced individualized instruction pro-

gram which was developed during the Summer of 1971. Other members of the Arizona

State University faculty who have been involved in the field testing and use of

this program include Dr. Dale Harper, Dr. Thomas Roberts, Ms. Jean Oracheff and

Ms. Robyn Sulli"an. The program has also been used at Hayes (Kansas) State

College by Dr. Earl Morrison and at Madison College (Virginia) by Mr. James Kidd.

The program is currently being used in the Special Education Department at the

University of Arizona in Tucson.

Budget

This program was developed without a budget specifically designed for its

development. Typing services and incidental costs were covered by the Arizona

State University Special Education Department.

Contribution to the Improvement of Teacher Education

This program is the first venture into competency-based instruction at

Arizona State University. Therefore, it serves as a model for others who wish

to follow. The most visable effects of the program to date have been in the

form of public school programs which have been patterned after this instructional

program by our former students. For example, one former student who teaches

educable mcritally retarded children at Carl Hayde High -L ; UUI hi Phoenix Jd$

patterned his entire program after this instructional procedure.
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Evaluation

Student reaction to the program has been for the most part enthusiastic.

Forty percent rate the self-paced competency-based procedure to be superior

to traditional procedures. Another fifty percent of the students indicated

that the procedures used in the program were better than or equal to conven-

tional instructional procedures. It is interesting to note that those students

who objected to the weekly accountability involved in the program were nearly

always the same students who were frequently absent from class.

The most favorable responses have been received from those students who

are highly motivated, organized and of )ove average ability.



COMPETENCY CHECK OFF

(A record of competency development)
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Note: This form and procedure was used during the spring semester
of 1974. Ninety-five percent of the students who were enrolled
met the criteria for an A by the end of the fourteenth week of the term.
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COMPETErCY CHECK OFF

( A record of competency development for use with nodular posttests )

MODULE # OF ITEMS
# REQUIRED TO
MEET MINIMUM
CRITERIA

TEST FORM # OF ITEMS
CORRECT

DATE
COMPLETED

'1.Part.I 6 5

1 Part II 9 8

2 8 7

3 11 9

4 8 7

5 Part I 6 5

5 Part II 7 6

6 8 7

7 8 7

8 8 7

I

6

i

85

of correct rest
of correct responses

59

73
1____ _ ir---

!lumbar

Number

Final Grade

lses required for an A (q5n
required for a B (85%)

P1

73
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UNIT #2 DEFINITIONS, TERMINOLOGY AND INCIDENCE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

After carefully reading this unit, you will be able to:

1. Identify the two general approaches used in defining the term
learning disabilities.

2. State the primary concern reflected in the two approaches to
defining the term learning disabilities.

3. Indicate the type of discrepancy Bateman is referring to when she
uses the "principle of disparity" in defining the terw learning
disability.

4. List four groups of children with special needs who are excluded
from the learning disabled population in definitions of learning
disabilities.

5. Distinguish between cause-oriented and effect-oriented terminology.

6. Indicate the per cent of our children which the ACLD and Valett
report are learning disabled.

7. Indicate the type of educational provisions required by most
mildly and moderately learning disabled children.

8. State the per cent of children who according to Valett have
learning disabilities so severe that most of their education will
need to take place outside the regular classroom.

9. Indicate the ratio of males to females why, have learning and
behavior disorders.

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After -eading this unit, the author intends that you will:

1. Be aware of and appreciate the differences in the orientation of
those who use definitions and to which follow the cause
and the effect approaches.

2. Incorporate these approaches into your understanding of learning
disabled children.
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THE DEFINITION PROBLEM

Large numbers of definitions of the term "learning disabilities"

have appeared in the professional literature during recent years. An

examination of these definitions reveals the existence of two distinct

approaches to looking at learning disabled children. Frierson and

Barbe described these approaches in 1967 when they indicated:

"The first approach is cause-oriented. The second is an
effect-oriented approach. Those who look at learning
disorders from the first perspective attempt to identify
the source or etiology of observed behaviors. Those who
take the second approach are primarily concernea with
analyzing, describing and modifying observed behaviors
regardless of underlying causes."

Clements' 1966 definition is cause-oriented. He stated:

"The term 'minimal brain dysfunction syndrome' refers to
children of near average, average or above average general
intelligence with certain learning or behavioral disa-
bilities" ranging from mild to seve-e, which are associated
with deviations of function of !te central nervous system.
These deviations may manifest themselvei: by various combi-
nations of impairments in perception, conceptualization,
language, memory, and control of attention,' impulse, or
motor function."

Johnson and Myklebust also referred to central nervous system

dysfunction in their 1967 definition:

we refer to children as having a psychoneurological
learning disability, meaning that behavior has beer
disturbed as a re:ult of a dysfunction of the brain
and that the problem is one of altered processes, not
of a generalized incapacity to learn."

Effect-oriented definitions stress educationally sipificant

factors such as the child's difficulty in academic and learning tasks

Effect-oriented definitions
and discrepancies between achievement aria potential. / often end

with a list of other children with special needs wh- are not regarded

to be learning disabled.
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Kirk's 1962 definition emphasizes the child's disability in one

or more of the learning processes and ends with a listing of those

children who are excluded. He wrote:

"A learning disability refers to a retardation, disorder,
or delayed development in one or more of the processes
of speech, lancuaoe, readino, soellina, writinn, or
arithmetic resulting from a possible cerebral dysfunction
and/or emotional or benavioral disturbance and not from
mental retardation, sensory deprivation, or cultural or
instructional factors."

Bateman's 1965 definition emphasizes the "principle of esparity",

disorders in the basic learning processes and ends with a listing of

children whose special problems are not to be confused with learning

disabilities. She indicated that children with specific learning

disabilities are those who:

a
manifest an educationally significant discrepancy

between their estimated intellectual potential and actual
level of performance -elated to basic disorders in the
learning processes, which may or may not be accompanied
by demonstrable central nervous system dysfunction, and
which are not secondary to generalized mental retardation,
educational or cultural deprivation, severe emotional
disturbance, or sensory loss."

The most widely cited and accepted definition was formulated in

1968 by the National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children. It

states that:

"Children with special learning disabilities exhibit a
disorder in one or more of the basic psychological
processes involved in understanding or in using spoken
or written language. These may be manifested in dis-
orders of listening, thinking, talking, reading,
writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They include
conditions which have been referred to as perceptual
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction,
dyslexia, developmental aphasia, etc. They do not
include learning problems which are due primarily to
visual, hearing. or motor handicaps, to mental retar-
dation, emotional disturbance or to environmental
deprivation."

This definition was adopted by Congress as part of the Children
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With Specific Learnino Disabilities Act of 1969. It has also been

adopted as the official definition by a number of states.

TERMINOLOGY

A review of the literature in medicine, education and psychology

reveals the following list of terms which are used by various groups

and individuals to describe learning d=isabled children.

1. Association Deficit Pathology
2. Organic Brain Damage
3. Organic Brain Disease
4. Organic Brain Dysfunction
J. Minimal Brain Damage
6. Diffuse Brain Damage
7. Neurophrenia
8. Organic Driveness
9. Cerebral Dysfunction

10. Choreiform Syndrome
11. Minor Brain Damage
12. Minimal Brain Injury
13. Minimal Cerebral Injury
14. Minimal Chronic Brain Syndrome
15. Minimal Cerebral Damage
16. Minimal Cerebral Palsy
17. Cerebral Dys-synchronization Syndrome
18. Brain Injured
19. Minimal Dysfunction
20. Minimal Cerebral Dysfunction
21. Brain Damaged
22. Brain Dysfunction
23. Minimal Brain Dysfunction
24. Strauss Syndrome
25. Hyperkinetic Behavior Syndrome
26. Cnaracter Impulse Disorder
27. Hyperkinetic Impulse Disorder
28. Aggressive Behavior Disorder
29. Learning Impotence
30. Hyperkinetic Syndrome
31. Dyslexia
32. Specific Dyslexia
33. Hyperexcitability Syndrome
34. Perceptual Cripple
35. Perceptually Handicapped
36. Neurologically Handicapped
37. Primary Reading Retardation
38. Specific Reading Disability
39. Clumsy Child Syndrome
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40. Hypokinetic Syndrome
41. Aphasoid Syndrome
42. Conceptual Handicapped
43. Attention Disorders
44. Interjacent Child
45. Developmental Imbalance
46. Maturational Lag
47. Educationally Handicapped
48. Language Disorders
49. Learning Disorder
50. Learning Disability
51. Learning Impaired
52. Performance Deviation
53. Performance Disability
54. Performance Handicapped
55. Problem Learners
56. Problem Readers
57. Psycholinguistic Disabilities
58. Psychoneurological Disorders
59. Psychoneurological Learning Disorders
60. Reading Disability
61. Remedial Education Case
62. Special Learning Difficulties
63. Special Learning Disorders
64. Specific Learning Difficulties
65. Specific Learning Disorders
66. Underachiever
67. Hyperkinetic Disorder
68. Catastrophic Behavior
69. Neurophysiological Dysynchrony
70. Central Nervous System Disorder
71. Word Blindness
72. Learning Block
73. Strephosymbolia
74. Congenital Alexia
75. Congenital Strephosymbolia
76. Bradylexia
77. Agraphia
78. Disgraphia
79. Acalculia
80. Dyscalculia
81. Tactual Agnosia
82. Auditory Agnosia
83. Visual Agnosia
84. Sensory Aphasia
85. Receptive Aphasia
86. Expressive Aphasia
87. Motor Aphasia
88. Alexia
89. Specific Language Disability
90. Learning and Language Disability
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The redundancy in this list is immediately obvious. For most

people there is no recognizable difference between "brain injured"

and "brain damaged" children. There are, however, a few who feel

strongly that distinct differences do exist between such similar

appearing terms.

The prefix "dys" or "dis" is used in terms to suggest that the

disability is partial while the prefix "a" suggests a total inability

to perform. For example, the term dyslexia refers to reading problems

while alexia refers to a total inability to read.

The distinction between cause and effect orientation is readily

apparent in the above terminology. Clinicians whose primary concern

is the identification of the cause of the child's problem generally

prefer etiological terms such as minimal cerebral dysfunction, organic

brain damage and organic behavior disorder.

Educators usually favor terms which describe the effect the

problem has upon the child's observable classroom behavior. As a

result they prefer terms such as reading disability or perceptually

handicapped. The terms that a person uses to describe a learning

disabled child tend to directly reflect the person's orientation.

The term "learning disability" is regarded in this instructional

program as an "umbrella term" which refers to a broad range of learning

problems.

Other terms such as dyslexia, aphasia and agraphia are used under

this umbrella when making reference to specific types of learning

disabilities.

Many of the above terms will be reintroduced, defined and discussed
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in the units which follow.

THE INCIDENCE OF LEARNING DISABILITIES

Estimates of the incidence of learning disabilities vary widely.

This is due to the lack of agreed upon criteria for use in deter-

mining which children are learning disabled.

Kass and Myklebust estimate that from 3 to 5 per cent of the

school population is learning disabled.

Valett estimated in 1970 that between 8 and 17

per cent of our school children are learning disabled.

Valett indicates in the following diagram that most of these

children's problems are of mild or moderate severity which can be

handled in the regular classroom by modifying the instructional pro-

gram and providing supplemental resource and tutorial programs.

4414.44J1

(14,4,
ph igt.1111

Severe Learning
Disabilities (1 2%)

Regular I.; .%111111(111%111.11

ICS* t, and tur,,rial program

Moderate Learning Disabilities (2 5%)

Kegulat 41.1..1(4.m Into% t.n1;,;
41it1 prilgt.nit 1)441(ocat1441

Mild Learning Disabilities (5 10 .)

IZt.ga. it t +tt It , it t I 1 ti V% %VIII OM

%/1,:njig.int . (11a1)411114.
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Walzer and Richmond (1973) report that there is ". . . widespread

agreement that learning and behavior disorders are 3 to 10 times more

frequent in males than females . . ." They also indicate that the

reasons for this difference are still not clear.

The incidence figures cited are estimates. While they are impor-

tant for program planning, it is the identification and provision of

appropriate services for all learning disabled children, however many

there may be, that must be foremost in our thoughts.
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POSTTEST 2
DEFWITIONS, TERMINOLOGY AND INCIDENCE

I. Identify the two general approaches used in defining the term
learning disabilities.

2. State the primary concern reflected in each of the following approaches.

cause-oriented:

effect-oriented:

3. Indicate the type of discrepancy Bateman is referring to when she
uses the "principle of disparity" in defining the term learning
disabilities.

4. List four groups of children with special needs who are excluded
from the learning disabled population in definitions of learning
disabilities.

S. Circle all of the effect-oriented terms in the following list:

brain injured
brain dysfunction
reading disability
language disability

perceptually handicapped
minimal brain damage
cerebral dysfunction

neurologically-handfcapped

6. Indicate the per cent of our children which Johnson and Myklebust
report are learning disabled.
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7. Indicate the type of educational provisions required by most
mildly and moderately learning disabled children.

8. State the per cent of children who according to Valett have
learning disabilities so severe that most of their education
will need to take place outside the regular classroom.

9. Indicate the ratio of males to females who have learning and
behavioral disorders.

)

)
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POSTTEST 2

(Seti-Connection)

1. Identify the two general approaches used in defining the term
learning disabilities.

AA4Weh: cauae-o4iented and efliect-oAiented

2. State the primary concern reflected in each of the following approaches.

Anowen: cause-oriented the identifiication oti °manic etiotogy
ouch as neutological dyaiunction OA
bnain damage.

effect-oriented - educationatty iactou such
a4 how the chitd1.6 academic achievement
and cla44400m behavioA ane abiected.

3. Indicate the type of discrepancy Bateman is referring to when she
uses the "principle of disparity" in defining the term learning
disabilities.

AnaweA: ". . . an educationally 4igniiicant dlactapancy between
,theirs estimated inteliectucte potential and actual ZeJet.
o peAlioAmance . . ."

4. List `.our groups of children with special needs who are excluded
frc,m the learning disabled population in definitions of learning
disabilities.

An4wet: (any lima Sum the liottowing)

mentatty Aetatded
4enaokiatly dertived
cuttullatty dapaived
tho4e who have not been iitepaucted

enviitonmen,tatty deoived
healLing impa.ined
vizuatty handicapped
motok handicaps
emotionatty diatuAbed

5. Circle all of the effect-oriented terms in the following list:

Anmet: brain injured
brain_dysfunction
triidin di sabi 1 i

a nguage disability)

perms tuall ha-dicaued')
minima brain damage
cerebral dysfunction
neurologically handicapped

6. Indicate the per cent of our children which Johnson and Myklebust
report are learning disabled.

Anawet: thnee to Iiive pen cent



7. Indicate the type of educational provisions required by most
mildly and moderately learning disabled children.

Analwelo Attendance in Itegutalt ca44stooma where the imstwetionat
pug/tans have been modi6ied and mkpptementat kehoutce
and tutondiai pugAams axe avaiiabie.

8. State the per cent of children who according to Valett have
learning disabilities so severe that mcst of their education
will need to take place outside the regular classroom.

An me 1 to 2 pet cent.

9. Indicate the ratio of males to females who have learning and
behavior disorders.

An 4wet: 3 .to 10 maul to 1 herniate

22
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UNIT #19 THE BEERY-EUKTENICA DEVELOPMENTAL

TEST OF VISUAL-MOTOR INTEGRATION (VMI)

LEARNING OJBECT I VES

COGUITIVE OBJECTIVES

After carefully reading this unit, you will be able to:

I. Indicate what the Seery-Buktenica is designed to measure.

2. Indicate the ages and grade levels at which the Beery-Buktenica
is used.

3. Describe the Beery-Buktenica test used.

4. List the five levels Beery includes in his hierarchy of tasks
leading to visual-motor intecration.

5. Describe how Beery differentiates between the directions which
assessment (testing) should move on his develonmental hierarchy.

6. Indicate the relationship that has been found between Beery-
Buktenica scores and first grade readina achievement.

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

After reacking this unit, the author intends that you will:

1. Incorporate an understanding of the Beery-Buktenica into your
professional awareness.

2. Incorporate an understanding of Beery's developrental hierarchy
into your professional awareness.

SKILL OBJECTIVES

After careful study, practice and being checked out on the use of
the Beery-buktenica, you will be able to:

1. Administer the test.

2. Score the test.

3. Interpret the test findings.
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PURPOSE: The Beery-Duktenica is used to determine the degree to
-ihich young children's visual perception and motor
behavior have become integrated.

AUTHORS: Eeith E. Beery and Nornan A. Buktenica

PUBLISHER: :'ollett Educational Corporation
1010 'Jest Jashinoton Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607

PUBLICATION JATE: 1967

COST: Test Booklet (long form) $8.25 (pko. of 15)
Manual $6.08
Research Monograph 57.92

AGE RANGE: 2 - 15 (intended primarily for pre-school and early
primary grades)

ADMINISTRATION TIME: Approx. ln - 15 minutes

TYPE OF ADMINISTRATION: Individual or group

CAN BE ADMINISTERED BY: Teachers, counselors and psychologists

DESCRIPTION

The Beery-Buktenica contains 24 items. Each of these items

consists of a pair of boxes. A geometric form appears in the top

box in the pair while the lower box is left blank for use during

the administration of the test. The child being examined responds

by making a copy in the lower box of the fioure which appears in

the top box. Testing continues until all 24 items have been ad-

ministered or until the child has failed three consecutive items.



EXAMPLES OF ITEMS (reduced 75%)

Com.-letre Itcm

SCJRING
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Each item is socred "pass" or "fail". The manual contains a

page of scoring criteria for each test item. This page contains

examples of both passing and failing reproductions which have been

selected from actual reproductions made by children. The followinn

scoring criteria for test item #4 aopears on nape 25 of the test

manual. Scoring :1" .oria for the other 23 items appear on other

pages in the test ra4ual.
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FORM 4 Vartical-Horizonia Cross
Scoring Criff.ria

L Twu rally ititcrsclinp; iinus

2. Two continuoir, Lys

3. At kast e.2e lin:: within 204 of its
itsicrect orictItititpn

wit:

tint:

L- 1-

74. >

7
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Test results are reported in the form of age equivalents. The

maturational differences between boys and girls are reflected at

some levels in the tables which are used for converting raw scores

to age equivalent..

DEVELOPMENTAL COMMENTS

These comments report the findings of researchers such as Gesell

and Cattell regarding the ages at which children become proficient

in reproducing the geometric figures contained in each item. Accompany-

ing this data is a brief discussion of the factors involved in the

reproduction of each item.

THEORETICAL RATIONALE

Beery outlines a five-level hierarchy of visual-motor skills

involved in developing visual-motor integration.

Level V: Visual-Motor Integration
Level IV: Visual Perception
Level III: Tracing
Level II: Tactual-Kinesthetic Sense
Level I: Motor Proficiency

He suggests that "assessment (testing) begins with the complex

tasks and proceeds downward toward the simple tasks" while "teaching

begins with the simple tasks and proceeds upward toward the complex

tasks". It is pointed out than. while "the hierarchy or order of

tasks applies to most groups, it may not apply in every case". These

individuals may master a higher level and still have difficulty at

a lower level.

The five levels in Beery's hierarchy are broken down into tasks

which might be assessed at each level. If a student has difficulty
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with one of these tasks, the task might then becomean area of

emphasis in the student's curriculum.

LEVEL V - VISUAL-MOTOR INTEGRATION

Direct Reproduction (The reery-Buktenica measures this skill.)
Imitation (Tne child can draw a figure after beina shown how

to do it.)

Dot-to-Dot (After a form has been outlined with dots, the
chi d can draw the form by connecting the dots.)

LEVEL IV - PERCEPTION

Percertual - 'Iotor Closure (The child can complete a partially
drawn fi9ure.')

Recognition of Sir'ilarities (The child is niven a nroun of
rfiftIres and asked to select those that are similar.)
Recognition of Differences (The child is (liven a nroup of

figures and asked to select those that are different.)

LEVEL III - TRACING

The child is required to follow the line with his pencil in
this task. A pastel colored markinn pen might be used

so that the child will he ahle to compare his move-
ments with the original lines. The object of tracinn activi-
ties is directed toward helping the child learn to reproduce
forms c'rrectly.

LEVEL II - TACTUAL-KINESTHETIC SENSE

Kinesthetic Control (The child can move his hand accordinn to
verbal directions which are received while he has his eyes
closed, e.q., up-down, right-left, dianonal-circular.)

Kinesthetic Reconnition (The child can identify the pattern
of7;517iMent when his hand is moved while his eyes are
closed.)

Tactual Localization (The child can tell you what part of his
hand, fingers or arm has been touched while his eyes are
closed.)

LEVEL I - MOTOR PROFICIENCY

Con_ trol (The child can follow a moving target which is linhtly
touching his hand or finger while he is blindfolded.)

Speed (The number of marks of a certain kind which a child
can make on a piece of paper in one minute.)

Scribble (I:hat kind of marks are made when oiven a pencil and
paper? e.o.2 vertical, horizontal, dianonal, circular, and
can he learn to make others?)

Grasp_ (Can the child pick up, hold, manipulate and release a

pencil?)
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REMEDIATION

Beery suggests that several short remediation sessions per

week are pt.'arable to one long session. The test manual contains

a variety of remedial suggestions for use in remediating problems

in the various tasks involved in developing visual motor integra-

tion. A set of worksheets for use in remediation are available from the

Follet Educational Corporation at an approximate per student cost

of $1.50 when purchased in sets of 10.

RESEARCU FINDINGS

The following summary of research findings is drawn from the

Research Monograph prepared by the test authors.

1. Correlation of .39 between test scores and chronological age
for the 2 to 15 age range.

2. Higher correlations were found between test scores and mental
age than with chronological age.

3. Correlations between mental age and chronological age higher
during first grade (.59) than in older children (.39).

4. Correlation between test scores and reading achievement is
higher than those found between reading achieve:I:ant and IQ.

5. Test scores of kindergarten and mentally retarded children
improve with perceptual-motor training.
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POSTTEST 19
THE BERRY-BUKTENICA DEVELOPMENTAL TEST

OF VISUAL PERCEPTION

I. Indicate what the Beery-Buktenica is desipned to measure.

2. Indicate the ages and grade levels at w44ich the 3eery-3uktenica
is used.

3. Describe the Seery-Buktenica test items.

4. List the five levels Beery includes in his hierarchy of tasks
leading to visual-motor intecration.

S. Describe how :$eery differentiates between the directions in
which assessment (testing) and teaching should move on his
developmental hierarchy.

6. Indicate the relationship that has been found between leery-
't;uktenica scores and first grade readinp achievement.



1. Indicate

Anawen,:

2. Indicate
is used.

Anawek:

3. Describe

Anawek:
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POSTTEST 19

(Seti-Coktection)

what the Beery-Buktenica is designed to measure.

The deokee to which a young chitd'a viauat and
motor behavion have become integAated.

the anes and grade levels at which the neery-Buktenica

2 to 15 yeans. It was deoipned pnincipaity ion the
pre-achoot and eanty pnimaky grades.

the Beery-Cuktenica test items.

Each oi the 24 teat items consists oK a pain. OK
boxes. A .?comet Sir ;iguiLe appears in the top box
of each pai4. Aite the towet box A btank.

4. List the five levels Beery includes in his hierarchy of tasks
leading to visual-motor integration.

Mama: V. Visuat.4foton Integkation
IV. Viauat Petception

III. T4acing
Ti. TcticaZ-Kinesthetic Sense
1. Moto& Ptoiiciency

5. Describe how Beery differentiates between the directions in
which assessment (testing) and teaching chould move on his
developmental hierarchy.

Answer.: He suggests that asseaarent ahead begin at the top
oA the hieAartchq and move to!vatd the bottom white
teaching shNltd move Wm t:Le batit. tashis to the
highet tevet ones.

6. Indicate the relationshin that has been found hettieen
Duktenica scores and first nrade readinp achieverert.

Anawet: ileeky Azpotts Kinding a :Lighen erntetatiln be,tv.en
VMI ACO44 and iimst aka* neadi.ng achirvement than
between /Leading achievement and in.


